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When I first came toWuhan around 2012, there was a bus which went
directly from Lumo Road됓熋騟 to the Wuhan Botanical Garden嗃暟
㔩 in the East Lake ⚎廩 district. The difference between these two
locations couldn’t be more dramatic: Lumo Road is at the heart of
the Wuchang娀僅 district, near the Optic Valley Square⯕靽䎛㖞 – a
never-ending construction site –while the Botanical Garden looks like
the peaceful countryside, located near one of Wuhan’s largest lakes,
Donghu.
Surprisingly enough, both places are centers of Wuhan’s under-

ground music scene: Lumo Road was home to the legendary live-
house VOX – founded by Zhu Ning 劫㸌, ex-drummer of the punk
band SMZB 欰ㄐ⛓껝 – and Wuhan Prison, a punk bar managed by
Wu Wei ゠絶, the singer of SMZB. A lot of punks lived around East
Lake due to cheap rent and proximity to the lake, where yearly com-
petitions of tiaodonghu 騥⚎廩 – contestants jumping into the lake
on a BMX (Bicycle Motocross) – were held. The East Lake is also near
the Botanical Garden where Mai Dian띌䊊 – the guitarist of the punk
bands Si Dou Le 娥鸉✫ and 400 Blows 㔋涰ⴁ – opened the Au-
tonomous Youth Center “Our House”䧮⟌㹻 (similar to punk squats).
In 2010, a scandalous urban development plan of the East Lake dis-

trict sparked a movement of local groups, including punks residing
in the area, resisting expropriation and destruction of this natural re-
serve. For me, there’s no better place than Donghu to represent the
spirit of Wuhan. It embodies the rebellious spirit of Wuhanese peo-
ple and the history of underground music tied to the city. However,
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Donghu is a slowly disappearing part of Wuhan’s history, replaced by
luxury condos and dull amusement parks.

The Prison and the Lake

As sung by the punk band SMZB, Wuhan can feel like a “prison.” The
atmosphere is sometimes literally suffocating due to endless urban
renewal projects and intense weather – the winter is cold and humid,
and the summer is steaming hot. The city itself is huge, as it consists
of three districts (in fact, three sub-cities) – Hankou宪〡, the formerly
colonial and financial district of Wuhan, Wuchang 娀僅, the univer-
sity district where the 1911 revolution started, and Hanyang宪, the
industrial district. The Wuhan punk rock community was rooted in
Wuchang, where punk bands had more opportunities to perform –
in/near universities, for instance – and where they opened the first
livehouses and bars dedicated to underground music. But when the
atmosphere gets too heavy, punks usually go to Donghu, to enjoy the
fresh air and to dive into the lake. SMZB has a song about Donghu,
which sums up his relation to both the city and East lake, titled “寐廩㣐
鷖❖” (“Runaway”), released on the 2011 album “縡ㄤ靕” (Sin Harmony):

䩧䒓꡶㽠僽港杢,
➃➃鿪僽랱爢⠔,
㣖撑㖈嫦勵遳♳,
ꅺ佞满嫦♧猫縡,
⠽ⴀ膃㽠僽寐廩,
➃➃鿪魧♶歋䊹,
♶䟝絩絯ⱄ⨞♧⚡㙹䋑涸⽜䏀.

city escape,
the rebel bus is what we are take,
drinking and swimming in Singo beer,
diving in the East lake.

♳滚漋ぢ鵳,
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嫦♧姿鿪僽ꤴ,
嫦妃ㄎエ涸瑟孞ꅽ,
鿪⯎忘满䨾剣钮鎊,
䩧䒓⾎〷㽠㖈ꅾ怵,
嫦⚡➃鿪㖈ⱎꤗ,
㙹䋑涸嫦⚡澕ꢂ鿪⯎忘⸂ꆀ涸佖」.

escape, escape,
diving in the East lake.
escape, escape,
the rebel bus is what we are take.

While the city ofWuhan is comparable to a prison, Donghu is where
young Wuhanese can escape, love, drink, and dive into the lake. It’s
not by accident that Mai Dian decided to open Wuhan’s first “Au-
tonomous Youth Center”ꫬ䎃荈屛⚥䗱 in Donghu, near the Botanical
Garden. In a 2012 article published in the journal Chutzpah!㣔⽂, Mai
Dian explained the process that led him to create this center:

䧮⟌銳㖈荈䊹涸傈䌢欰崞⚥䪪ⵌ♧⚡㖑倰⡲⚹♧⚡麁ざ
♸⚥➝瑟ꢂ崨鸑䧮⟌涸⥌䜂雭雿䧮⟌䨾䱹鍘ⵌ涸齡❈遤⸓
“痗瀦”㼜⛓♸䧮⟌荈魧涸㢅㞯湱鵶鵳遤鍒ꅺ䎇㽂霚⸂䨾
腊⿺涸遤⸓կ鵯⚡㖑倰䔲搬♶僽佟䏎⥝䒊涸 “ꫬ㼱䎃㹡”⛲♶
僽㉁➃䫏餴涸ꂊゅ䧴罏ㄳ㉰껧渹驣銳䟝䧭⚹梡㹊䗳곢⯓銳
ⲥ㢊㥩㥵⡦䎾㼆凐⸂կ⛲雽䧮⟌〳⟄罌妍崍涸♧❈⽑㾋罏
㖈黨ⵌ凐⸂끮鷶た䨾ꅷ》涸倝涸䎾㼆倰岁獆㾋䧴罏刿Ⱘ䱲
程䚍㖑絆絉⡞㾋ざ⡲爢 […]銳䟝䪪ⵌ♧⚡腊㢿㸤Ⰼ歋荈䊹䱍䱽
涸㖑倰〫剣獆կ䖎䎋鵘䧮⟌㖈娀宪♧⚡鳅⚹⭉涸㙹龟䪪
ⵌ✫♧䏠㔔⚹灶餕偽㟖ծ梠㞯䜌⸌罜偽➃椚漬涸䨻㶩欽湱㼆
勻霹ꬋ䌢⤑㹆涸⟟獆✫♴勻կ姼㾋赡搬罈傊⡎梠絗满涸兞
荝⽲곮Ⱘ荈搬繠雮➃剣♧肅㶩幡ⲫ涸䎁⸢կ用끩幡䪊㼽㙩
倐ꤑꅿ虊絛䨻㶩ⴔꂁ⸆腊Info Shop,䲿⣘䧮⟌䨾腊佐꧋ⵌ
涸爢鵘䞔䫣ㄤ〥碫衼鶣⠔雳㹔姼た♧禹䊨⡲㖷ծ雭雿⠔ծ
佞僥⠔鿪㖈姼㢅鵳遤莺〵霃㖈ꤎ㶩ꅽ⚹䶔忎ծ㹊낉ծ遳
㣢崨嵠蒌➃䲿⣘㖞㖑㹐䨻⚹剣䨾銳涸➃䲿⣘⯝餩涸䎯Ꝃ
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ꤎ㶩䲿⣘睋抠⣘剦翸⠔կ搬た㖈㢪㟖涸叙㶩♳Ꞿ♳♧곾
⼱紤⼱랱涸❀錭僤》♧⚡ぜ〿——“䧮⟌㹻ꫬ䎃荈屛⚥䗱”կ

We need a place inside our own lives, to find a space to
serve as meeting place and an intermediary, to circulate
information, to discuss the “symbols” of action we have
encountered, to share the connectedness of our plights,
to interpret it, and to attempt to act to the best of our abil-
ity. Certainly, such a place could not be a state-run “youth
cultural palace.” Nor could it be a bar or a coffee shop ei-
ther, which are invested by businessmen. If you want to
occupy a place illegally and make it happen, you first have
to be ready to deal with violence. Perhaps, we can refer to
the response adopted by European squatters after being
violently evicted: rent a house or organize a housing coop-
erative [...] If you want a place you can completely control,
you have to rent it. Fortunately, we were able to find a se-
cludedhouse just outsideWuhanwith nowalls and aharsh
environment. Although the house was old, the surround-
ing scenery had a natural beauty we found invigorating.
After cleaning out the dust and pulling the weeds, we as-
signed different functions to the house: it had to serve as
an infoshop – a place to supply all the various alternative
writings and information on social movements we could
gather. A conference center – from that day forth all work-
shops, seminars, and film screenings would be held at the
house. Also, a stage located in the courtyard – to provide
a space for rock, experimental, and street artists to per-
form. A guest house with free beds for those in need, and
a courtyard with a campfire to gather all the friends. Fi-
nally, on a pillar of the outside wall, we put a red and black
five-pointed star, and gave the house a name: “Our Home
Autonomous Youth Center.”¹

“Our House” was a very special place for Wuhan alternative youth,
it was a space for parties, discussion, eating, film screening, which
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was not run for profit but according to a certain ideal. The inhabitants
of “Our House” were also committed to helping their neighborhood.
Mai Dian recalls in the article that they organized a concert to raise
money to build a garbage pit for the village. But in 2010, it’s an urban
development scandal that will mobilize both “Our House” and the res-
idents of the Donghu area.

The Movement to Defend Donghu

In March 2010, an investigation published by the Time Weekly 傞➿
ワ revealed a corruption scandal regarding the development of the
Donghu area, involving the state-owned real-estate company OCT
(Overseas Chinese Town⼶⣪㙹) and the local government. According
to the article published on March 25th, 2010, the local government
leased a total of 3167 mu (211 hectares) to the company (including
parts of the lake itself) for 4.3 billion yuan, in order to develop an
amusement park, hotels, and upscale apartment buildings.² It was a
very controversial lease since Donghu is a nationally protected site,
and the municipal government did not get the permission from the
central government to lease this protected area. On April 1st, a new
article, this time published by the respected Southern Weekly ⽂倰ワ
劣, criticized the environmental and social impact of the real-estate
project.³ Several individuals, including Mai Dian and Wu Wei, tried
to organize themselves against the real-estate development project,
by “going out for a stroll” 侔姿, a well-known Chinese technique of
protest, on April 10th. In an interview he gave in 2014, Wu Wei recalls
what happened: the day before the protest, the cops showed up at
his doorstep and persuaded him to call off the demonstration.⁴
If the demonstration was not the solution, “Our House” became

a platform of contention against the real-estate project. Punks, ac-
tivists, artists, and Donghu residents met at “Our House” to find new
ways to show their anger and try to save Donghu from urban devel-
opers. They created a small community gathered around the web-
site donghu2010.org to share their reflections and actions on the de-
fense of Donghu. The collective “Donghu for Everyone” 嫦⚡➃涸⚎
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1. The front door of “Our House” in Wuhan
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2. A postcard made by “Donghu for Everyone” showing the progress
of the real-estate project

廩 gathered artists, musicians, performers, students, and residents
to organize artful happenings around Donghu to raise awareness on
the environmental impact of the project. The website features sev-
eral satellite images of Donghu throughout the years, documenting
the construction and the shrinkage of the lake. “Our House” regu-
larly organized seminars and conferences on the history of Donghu
and collected oral histories of residents of the lake. Unfortunately,
the Donghu for Everyone movement did not succeed in stopping the
real-estate development project. Large parts of Donghu are still un-
der construction, old residents are being evicted around the lake, and
the Happy Valley amusement park娀宪妅⛙靽 is now open to the pub-
lic.
In 2015, the director Li Luo 勚棝 released the movie Li Wen at East

Lake 勚俒恟康⚎廩, which takes place in Donghu and features most
of the Donghu activists – including Mai Dian and Wu Wei. The movie
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3. A Public Lecture on Donghu Project (⚎廩雦ⴢon 29 June 2014

starts by showing the different construction projects around Donghu
and features interviews with old residents of the area. The director
also stages a hilarious fake official committee reunion on the con-
struction of a second airport in the Donghu area. The film then fol-
lows the fictional story of a police officer, Li Wen, who is supposed
to arrest a madman who tells everyone that a dragon, who lives in
East Lake, is going to wake up soon because of the destruction of his
natural habitat. This movie is a testimony of the Donghu movement
to stop the unnecessary destruction of the East lake area. Now that
“Our House” is nomore, Li Wen at East Lake is perhaps the best archive
we have on the importance of Donghu, which is slowly fading away.
Until the dragon in the lake wakes up to take back what is rightfully
his.

Taipei
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4. A seminar on Donghu held at “Our House”

5. Excerpt from Li Wen at East Lake by Li Luo
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